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   n winter of 2008 I rented a place in Montauk, the village at the tip of Long Island so   
   that I could concentrate on Spanish translations of my poems I was preparing. The last 
thing on my mind was haiku. But, while walking the beaches poems in verses of 3/5/3 
or 5/7/5 rolled in on waves, appeared written in seaweed, were dictated by gulls. As I 
had a small sketchbook with me, I recorded them.

And later, looking for background information, found that there is a form of art, haiga, 
typically by haiku poets and, like the poems, based on observations of the natural world.  
Inspired, I set up a temporary studio on an outdoor walkway and began to do ink 
interpretations of the poems. Then these abstract drawings were transferred into metal 
plates to be used for hand-pulled etchings.

Wanting to give my contemporary haiga (not wash or woodcut) an aesthetic as strictly 
defined as the lines of the poems are, I set a discipline: each designed with a base 
paper, two plates (the interpretative drawing and a text plate, the first cut irregularly) 
and two forms in chine collé (fine papers melded with the base paper). To get many 
images keeping to this format has been a challenge in terms of form, color variations, 
placement, and, especially, the abstract visual expression of the words.

All year long haiku presented themselves to me and, finally, I had so many, and so many 
haiga, published and exhibited, that I decided to create books. Such fragile offerings, I 
thought, should be supported, protected and presented together. And so between 2010 
and 2013 three limited-edition volumes were created.

Preparing a folder to show galleries and publishers I collaged the cover with bits of early 
proofs and the chine collé that came from them. And as the edition of books developed 
collage stayed a major element of the covers, each unique and giving, in its own title, 
a name to the copy.
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6 7

The cover collages still contain state proofs and pieces of the chine collé but also 
vintage, Asian and hand-made papers and fabrics from my collections. We have pushed 
the designs into odder, darker or more humorous directions. 

I say “we” because without the collaboration of Rie Hasegawa these works could not 
have been realized.  She has a unique method of stabilizing the fragile papers and 
immense patience in cutting the many baroque shapes. Printmakers know how difficult 
this is and have asked how she does it.  It is for her to say or to teach.

We have had fun with the new work.  For example, I wanted to have wrappers from 
Milky Way candy to use with a relevant haiku. I (of a “certain age” as I am, no way 
slim and with a cane) went to the local deli and bought some 20 bars.  The clerks could 
not suppress their giggles: one instance reflecting the humor and irony often contained 
in haiku.

Each of the three hand-pulled volumes is published in an edition of 7 with one reserved 
for The Harry Ransom Center For The Humanities. Being, however, limited in quantity, 
large (23”x16”x 0.75”) and expensive as a collection of originals they were not 
accessible to many.  So when the editors at Paper Crown Press suggested publishing the 
books revised and in a size appropriate to bookstores and libraries public or private I 
was quick to accept.

In arrested ephemera:haiga the prints and the collages are gathered in a single new 
collection.  Each image documents an original work.  They reflect but do not copy the 
three volumes. We hope that we now share them with a larger audience.



skinny-dipping late
phosphorescence silver gilts
every stroke and plunge
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littered embankment:
either side of the tracks gilt
forsythia gold
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New York ants
high up drenched with no
umbrellas
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a fisherman casts
in the surf for mist – can’t see
his translucent catch
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strange joy and solace
came – a gift – with a photo
of you watching me
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curtain billowing
though there’s no breeze blowing now?
moths at my window

18 19



Friday – arriving
hotel guests tentatively
toe at water’s edge
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so cold today spume
flash freezes, ice long before
it can sink away

22 23



golden orb
end of twenty-third –
autumn moon
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the last white roses
now antique ivory against
the new-fallen snow
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speckled seagull perched
on driftwood – hard to tell which
marks it leaves behind

28 29



in New York
Milky Way’s just a 
candy bar
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last January
Lord Neptune’s bankers offered
far richer returns
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a gift – waking to
amethyst sea, rose quartz sky
tied with mauve ribbons
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backlit by store lights
her shadow cast in puddles –
rain pixilates it

36 37



musty sheets
melting soap rusty
bicycles

38 39



in rain pungent smoke
rings round remembered evenings
Gauloise – Manhattan

40 41



sand-clams’ blow-holes dot
the shingle I walk upon
goddess – destroyer

42 43



more precious metal
in the mirror every day – 
turning platinum
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high iron walkway
loaded with plants passable
just heel to toe
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old photo: we lean
towards one another – engaged
irradiated
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the mist at cliff’s rise
retreats as I apporach – veils
one will never wear

50 51



hospital
dares show lights after
you are gone
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shadows of gulls cross
my shadow which precedes me
darkening the sand
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scintillating bag
(old like this one) caught in weeds
torn, tired – now still
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black plastic bag blows
cavorting – flirting yet it
leaves the snow-fence cold
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with perfect timing
that blossom drifts by just as
camera’s shutter snaps
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cold summer
window screens shiver
ice won’t melt
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Circle Line’s “ghost ship”
crossing cold April Hudson
without voyagers

64 65



beach fire late at night – 
within a tent of sea spray
marshmallows in brine
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one plump bee
harvesting city
balcony

68 69



mourning doves driven
away by building’s fall leave
two white eggs up here
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pounding rain last night
washed away the seagulls’ tracks – 
fans etched every which-way
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half an aspirin is
quite enough for this empty
shriveled heart of mine
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just today the curl
under the breaking wave crest
shows luminous jade 
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Lima morning fog
blowing thick into my room
limp curtain’s jealous
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outside my window
wheels paddled by Gods whirl wind
round and round

80 81



paper blown in
caught in branches, creased by rain
origami flower
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look at the door mat   –
forsythia petals blown
cemented by rain
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“real” work calls
but watching rain fall
matters more
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competitive kids
dig holes to China in sand
then disappear
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when I stood up that
sunbeam sitting on my lap
curled up on my chair
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magi this year bring
not myrrh but foods’ scents  – each one’s
“spécialité”
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Nirmala’s temples –
driftwood and shells created
offerings to tides
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pilgrimage: too soon –
trees only glazed autumnal
waiting one good frost
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Amber Cat
1/7
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Summer
2/7
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Beach Walk
3/7
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Beach Evening
4/7
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Bronze Linear
5/7
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Red Variations 
6/7
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Summer Moon 
7/7
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Stringed Instruments 
1/7
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Evening 
2/7
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Leaf Scent 
3/7 
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Family Photos 
4/7
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One November
5/7
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Shelter Lunch 
6/7
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Fog Gull 
7/7
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Sunrise 
1/7
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Midnight 
2/7
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Evening
3/7
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Dawn
4/7
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Noon
5/7
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Afternoon 
6/7
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Dusk
7/7
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Though the poet works alone and in silence it has taken many artists 
in various media sharing challenges and laughter to come to this 
point. The project has been an education, adventure and a joy and 
my appreciation and thanks to all. 

The creation of the original unique books required many talents:

Solarprint etching plates Dan Welden - Hampton Editions
Edition prints   Rie Hasegawa
Bookbinding   Judith Ivry
Letterpress printing  Barbara Henry
Design and typography Ted Dawson
Co-ordination   Marilyn A. Boll
Photography   Christopher Burke Studios

Etchings were printed on Somerset Radiant White 250 pound stock, 
the haiku on Zerkall Ingres in Futura Light Condensed. 
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